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We study generalizations of Ramsey theorem to systems of finite subsets of ~IJ. A system Sp of 
finite subsets of o is called to be Ramsey if for every partition Sp = Sp, U Y2 there exists an 
infinite set Y c o such that Y, fl[ Yjco - $I or Sp, fl [YJ’” = 8. We give some sufficient condi- 
tions for a system to be Ramsey. We also prove a theorem which conrerns partitions into 
infinitely many classes. This may he regarded as a common generalization of ErdGs-Rado and 
Nash-Williams theorems. 
Let 9 be a system of finite subsets of w. Let us say that 9 is Ranmbey if for every 
partition 9 = 34, U Z.f2 there exists an infinite set Y c o such that tpl f7 [ Y]“” = fl or 
%n[Yl”” = 8. Now, the Ramsey theorem can be stated as follows: if 9 E [elk, 
then 9 is Ramsey. Not every 9 is Ramsey, consider 9 = [o]l U [ol2 and & = [w]‘, 
92 = [0]2. In [3] Nash-Williams gave, inter alia, a sufficient condition for a set 
system Sp to be Rarrsey. He proved that if a set system 9 does not contain two 
sets S, d such that s is a proper initial segment of t, then 9 is Ramsey. We give a 
new proof of this faci and show other sufficient conditions. All these conditions are 
also in some sense necessary. 
Another possible generalization of the Ramsey theorem was considered by 
Erdiis and Rado [l]. Let Y be an infinite subset of o. A partition [ YJk = Urzl sPi 
is called canonical if there exists n E (0, 1, . . . , k} and 1 s i1 C j2 < l 9 l < j,, s k 
such that (xl, x2,. . . , &), {yl, y2,. . . , yk} e [ YJk are elements of the same 9i iff 
% = Yj,, $2 zz Yj2, * J * > % = Yj,. Erdos and Rado proved that for every partition 
[(&Jk = UT= 1Spi there exists an infinite set Y s o such that the partition restricted 
to the set [flk is canonical. Generalization of the concept of canonical partition 
to the set systems that contain sets of various finite cardinalities presents ome 
difhculties Yk have ck.sen a definition which is in the case of [u)~ a bit weaker 
but in general case provides an aesthetically pleasing balance between generality 
and clarity. We prove a “generalization” of rdiis-Rado theorem for Ramsey set 
systems. 
e idea of using trans 
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will always denote finite subsets of o ; ,Y, Y, 2, . . . infinite 
subsets of o; 9, 5, . . . sets of finite subsets L f w ; a, p, . . . countable ordinal 
numbers; s < t means s is an initial segment of t (s < t: proper initial segment); 
:Qx=m[x]~~ is the restriction of 9 to X, 
91~j= {s E 9 1 n = min s}; 
Y(,) = (s 1 {n’} U s E 9, n C min s); 
inclusion is Cienoted by C-; proper inclusion by c. 
w j Sp is Ramsey on X if for every partit.ion 9’ = :Pz U l l l ll .Yn there 
exists Y SI_U abat at most one of the sets sP1 1 Y 0 l l ~?‘,,r Y is nonempty. 
(b) 9 is Spemer if there do not exist s, t E Sp such that s (= t. 
(c) Sp is hire if there do not exist s, t E Sp such that s 4 t. 
(d) 9 is o -uniform OR X if a = 0, 3’ = (Id) or (Y > 0, fig 9, and for every n E X, 
.5&) is Q, ur:~form on X n (n, QQ), where ~1, + 1 = CK for every 12 E X, if cy is not limit, 
or klL,YC IS increasing and converging to (Y if Q is limit. 
(e) Sp is ttniform on X if Sp is a-uniform on X for some a. 
For k E o, there is exactly one k-uniform system on X, the system of k-element 
subsets of X. It is easy to show that there are infinitely many a-uniform systems 
for each (Y a w. A typical example of an o-uniform system is the set of all s E X 
such that the cardinality of s equals to the least element of s. Similarly for dr) + 1, 
take the set of all s E X such that the cardinal@ of s is equal to the least but one 
element of s. 
a I. If 9 is uniform on X, therz ,Y is a maximal rhin systems on X. 
roof. By induction on (x such that Sp is cy -uniform: 
(1) a = 0, then the assertion is iritqial. 
(2) ICY > 0 and let the assertion hold for every 6 c CR. If s, t E 9, s r: t, then 
mins=mi-nt= n; s -{n)< 1--(n) in Z&), which is a contradiction with the in- 
duction hypothesis that 9(,,, is thin. Thus Sp is thin. If s cr X, n = min s, then there 
. 
IS t E Ytnj such that t < s - (~2) or s -- {n)< f, because 9’(n) is minimal. This implies 
{n} U t< s or s < {n) U t and {n} U t E 9, which is tbc: rraArmalily condition for 3’. 
. If Sp is cx - uniform on X, Y !g X thei; 5” F Y is ct -unifomz on Y. 
. By induction on cy. 
is called admissdble on X if: 
s n 94 Z (heredity) ;
c X there exists iS c such that n Z ~co~~ality). 
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(Nash-Williams [3]). For every admissible 9, there exists Y such that for 
every KEY, di(Yn(n,=g). 
roof. Using cofinality of R define a sequence Y1 c Yzz Y3 l . l such that 
pti $2 Yi+l and rti < &+I for r~ = min Yi. Put Y =(n,, n2, I . .), and use heredity of %. 
Let Z?#Qj, put sP*= {t 13s E 9, t < s}. Let us call Sp regu2tzr (singular) if the 
relation > is (is not) well-founded on sP*. (I+ is well-founded means that there 
does not exist an infinite sequence sl-< s2< l l 0). 
For SC regular define a countable ordinal 719) - the type of Sp - as follows. First 
define for every s E sP* an ordinal T&) by well-founded induction: 
T&) = {Tp(f) 1 s -c t, t E gP*}. 
Then put ~(9) = ~~(0). 
The following property enables us to use transfinite induction for regular 9’s. 
For every n, either sP(,,) = 0 or r(&,)) < ~(9’). This is because, for {n}~ Y*, 
r(5P(tl)) = %f(H) < 75p(@). 
Lemma 4. For every 9, X there exists Y c_ X such that 9 r Y = fl or Sp r Y contains 
a system uniforrx on Y. 
Roof. Let 9, consist of the elements of Sp minimal with respect to inclusion. 9, 
is Sperner and if sP1 satisfies the condition of the lemma, so does 9. I-Ience it is 
sufficient to prove the lemma for 9’ Sperner, 9 # 8. Consider these two cases: 
(a) 9’ is singular. Then take a sequence sli s2< l -, si E X1 of elements of ,Y’*, 
and put Y = u si. Let t be an arbitrary finite subset uf Y. Then t c si for some i. 
Since 9 is Sperner, E fi! 9. Thus 9 r ‘r’ = fl. 
(b) Sp is regular. VJe shall prove bv induction on ~(9) that for every X, there is 
Y C_ X such that .9’1 Y = 8 or 9 r Y is uniform on Y. 
Consider the relatiqn n 3 2 defined by the condition: 5&j r 2 is empty or 
uniform on 2 n (n, 00). By Lemma 2,5Q is hereditary. If y(n) 12 # 0, then T&,)) < 
~(9). So we can use the induction hypothesis to show that 59 is cofinal. Thus, by 
Lemma 3, we have some 2 such that, for every n E 2, sP(,)) 12 is empty or uniform 
on 2 f7 (n, 00). If sP(,,) 12 = j?l for infinitely many n’s n E 2, then let Y consist of 
these n’s. Otherwise choose n’s such that 9’(,,) r2 is uniform on 2 n(n, a), and 
corresponding ordinals are either equal or form an increasing sequence. 
llowing statements are equivalent: 
(2) There exists an A such that 9 r X is Spemer. 
(3) Th\=i= exists an X such that Sp 1 X is either empty or uniform on X. 
(4) There exists CUE ,X srlch that 3 1 X is thin. 
(5) There exists an .~.4ch that for no Y c_ X there exist Y,, 9$ unifo 
Y&nSP,=@ and Y1U92~sp~Y. 
rooti. (l)+(2). J.xt yP= 9, U &, where ,sP1 consists of all the elements of 9 
minimal ~.r.t. intrusion, ana So2 contains the other elements of 9. Let X be given 
by kc Ramsey property of 9 for the partition 9’ = 9, U &. If sP1 rX = 9, then also 
sP2~X=$k So we h’ave sPlX=Y,rX anyway. 
(2)3 (3) By Lemma 4. 
(3)3(4) By Leznma 3 any uniform 9’ is thin. 
(4)3(5) By Lemma 1 union of two uniform systems cannot be thin. 
(5)3(l) Let sp =Y*U92U l l ’ BJ &. By Lemma 2 ,ind Lemma 4 we: can find 
Y, i such that spi r Y is empty or contains a subset un&m on Y. By hypothesis 
(5), Spi 1 Y is nonempty at most for one i. 
a 5. Let 9 be uniform on X, and let A b’k a function A : 9 -+ o such that 
A(s) 6 s for every s E 9. Then there is a Y such that A(s) +! Y for every s E 9 1 Y. 
. Let 9 be ar-uniform on X. We shall prove lemma by induction on cy. Let 
ti > 0, -;at = 0 is trivial). Consider the relation n % Y defined by the condition 
A(9& Y)n Y=4) and IA(~& Y>nCO, rills 1. 
!Heredity of % is evident. We shall grove its cofinality. Let n E X; Y c X be .a 
arbitrary. Then, by the induction hypothesis applied to a natural translation of A 
to a function defined on 9(,,), we have some Z1 E Y such that 
A(Y[~] t 2,) n Z1 = 8. 
Then using the Ramsey property of Yl,, 1 Z1 we obtain some Z,, which satisfies 
also the second part of the condition. Thds @ is adminisible. Let 2 be such that 
n 9 (2 n (n, 00)) for every n E 2. Then we have a function f : Z + o suich that if 
s 2 .oP 1 Z, A(s) E 2, then A(s) = f(min s). The graph of f has an independent set Y, 
(since it is 3xolourable). Y is the required set, because if we had s G Sp 1 Y, 
h(s) E Y, then we would have also min s E Y and f(min s) = A(s) E Y. 
l Ze? 5% sPz be unifcnn on X, rpl, Q2 one-lo-one mappings defined on 
91, 9’2 respectively. men there xists a Y satisfying one of the following conditions : 
(a) sPIr Y = 5f2 r Y alnd Q,(S) = Q*(S) for every s E St1 1 Y, (i.e. Q~ 1 Y= (p2 1 Y), 
(b) %(%t k?nQ2(Y2! Y)=% 
. Divide 9, into two parts by the condition 
s E 92 and VI(S) = Q2(S). (1) 
Let 2’ be given by the Ramsey property for th 
satisfies (l), then we have 54,r Z G z?,t Z. By ma 
have 91/Z = 92 p 2. Thus (a) is satisfied for Y = 2. If every s E ,!?I f Z satisfies the 
nega-;ion of (l), define functions AI, A2 as follows: for s E sPz, A,(s) E t -s whenever 
t-s ‘L q,(s) = q&+), otherwise arbitrarily; A2 is defined dually. This is always 
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possible, since for given s there is at most one t such that q,,(s) = gP2(t): and vice 
versa. Let Y be such that 
h,(9i r Y)nY=@, l-1,2, 
according to Lemma 6. We shall prove that Y satisfies (b). Suppose q,(s) = q2(t) 
for some s E sP1 $ Y, t e sP2 1 Y. As we assume the negation of (l), we must have 
s# t. If e.g. t- s# $3, then h,(s)~ TV Y, which is a contradiction. Thus q*(s) = <pr(t) 
is impossible. 
Lemma 7. Under the assumption of the preceeding lemma, i;c sP1 is a-un(iform, y2 
is &uniform, and ar f 0, then (a) of the preceding lemma is excluded. 
f. It is easy to prove by induction that if 9 is a+uiliform, then Jit is not 
@-uniform for any p # (Y. Further, a-uniformity is heraditary. Therefore 9, and 
y2 cannot coincide on an infinite set. 
DefinM~n. A mapping q defined on 9’ is called canonical colouring of 9 on X if 
the following holds: 
(1) Sp is uniform on X. 
(2) There exists a uniform g and a mapping f : 9 + 3 such that 
(a) f(s) c s for every s E 9; 
(b) for every s, t ESP, q(s) = q(t) iff f(s) = f(t). 
Condition (b) is equivalent with: 
(b’) There exists a one-to-one mapping II/ defined on 9 such that q(s) = 
$(f(s)) for every s G 9. 
Roughly speaking, (9 is a canonical colouring of Sp if the colour of each s E 9 is 
determined by some subset t of s. The original definition of Erdiis and Wads 
required that also the position of t in s is fixed. 
Now we shall prove an analogy of Erdiis-Rado theorem for Ramsey systems, 
By Theorem 1, we can restrict ourselves to uniform systems. 
2. For every 9 uniform on X, and every mapping q defined on 9, there is 
Y~Xsuch that&(YrY) is canonical colouring of 9 f Y on Y. 
. (I) Let 9’ be a-uniform. 3%~ shall use induction on cy. If cy = 0, then the 
statement is trivial. Suppose now that a > 0 and the theorem is proved for every 
@ car. Define 
Q&S) = Q({n} U si for s E 9(n). 
Let 9,, fn, &, be the corresponding uniform system 
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cannonical. Thus we can assume that the g(,,) ‘s are cannonical colourings of y(n) 
on Xn(n,m). 
(II) We can also assume that the ordinals corresptjnding to T,,, n E X are either 
all equal or form an increasing sequence. 
(III) We shall show that (if we restrict ourselves on some infinite subset) the 
following condition holds for every n < WL 
either 3’, 1 (m, CQ) = 3,,,, k f 3n, := &n, 
or ~~(~I(rn,oo))r!1Clm($,)_QI. 
(1) 
This follows fro; Lemma 3, wlxe m 92 Y means: “‘for every n, n < m, (1) 
relativized to Y holds”‘. Again heredity is trivial. Cofinality follows from Lemma 
6, where we consider couples +,, r (3,I ( m, m)), $m by turns for every n, n < m. 
(IV) Using Ramsey’s theorem for graphs we can assume that one part of the 
alternative (1) holds simultaneously for all n’s. According to this we divide the 
rest of the proof. 
(i) 3,r (m, m) = 3m and +n 13, = &,, for every n < m. 
Then we define Y == X - (n,}, where It,:, = min X, 3 = 3%) f(s) = fn (s - {n}) for 
sESP,n=mins,+=+~.3isuniformon Y,fl(s)EsforeverysESPrY,J,isone- 
to-one, since gno, fn, rbR, have these properties. It remains to verify the equality 
from (b’) of the definition of canonical colouring: 
44s I= 4bd(S --bN = M.fin b - b#) = k$.L(s - MN = $(f(s)), 
where ~‘~91 Y, n=mins. 
(ii) q!fn(3, l(m, c+nJl,(3,)=fl for every n C m. 
Define sets %l.~s).tn and maPPings k,(s).n, for every n < m, s c (n, m] as follows: 
t&i n.(s ),m = in < min t, s U t E Tn, $n,(sjFm( t) = &(s U t), for t E Sn,(s).m. 
In the same way as done in (3) we can find a suitable infinite subset of X such 
that for every triple n, m, s, n cm, s C_ (n, m] either 
or 
3 n.ts1.m := 3,,, @n.(s).m = +m (2) 
rcI n,(shm (gn,tsht~ JnGm(3m)=@* ’ (3) 
For s = $9 we have (3) by the assumption of this paragraph, since 3n,(gl,m = T,l 
(m, 0~). For s # $A %,(s>,m is uniform on X n (m, 00) and 
The first inequality here follows e.g. from tk formula 
= s. The second 
ire (3) also for e 
as secured in (II). This, however, 
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Now define: 
T=({n}Utl ET,}, 
f(+={n}Ufn(S-{n}) for sE:sP, n =mins, 
Jl(t) = && -{fl}) for n = min t. 
9 is uniform since T,, ‘s are uniform and by (II). f( s ) cz s is also trivial. 
Further -we have for all n < m, 
&AT,) = U dc (s) m Wn (s) m), 
sc(rhml * l ’ ’ 
therefore +,,(T,) f7 &,(T,) = 9 by (3). 
If we denote (ClfnI( t) = #,,(t -{II}) for t E 9, n = min Z, then $ = U,, @[,,]. 
It follows that # is the union of a family of one-to-one mappings, the ranges of 
which are disjoint, therefore # is one-to-one. It remains only the equality 
<p(s) = 4+& - (4) = M.Lis - (4)) = cCr(i’nI U fn (s - in})) 
= VW)) for sESP, n=mins. 
At first glance it may seem that our definition of canonical colouring is rather 
weak. The next proposition shows that it is not quite so. 
P~oPos~~~o~. Let ~0 be a can&Cal coburing of 9’ on X, let Tl, fl and T2, f2 be two 
couples satisfying condition (2) of the definition. Then there is Y such that 
T1/‘Y=TzrY ard fl/Y=fzlY. 
Consequently, the ordinals of Tl and T2 are equal. 
b. Let el, & be the corresponding ore- to-me mappings given by (b’). Apply 
Lemma 6 to these mappings. Then the condition (b) of Lemma 6 is excluded as we 
have 
Therefore T,, $I and &, & coincide on I’. fi, fi are uniquely determined by $I 
and $2. vi(S) is the unique t E Ti, for which +( it) = Q(S).) 
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